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Nearly Two hundred thousands watermill in Himalaya and two millions across 
the world have been serving rural communities since 3rd -4th centuries. These 
mills mainly used for grinding and dehusking and continue to serve remote 
local communities in absence of any other option. There is no other means 
except to revive these mills as these are most decentralized community 
service system. By improving these mills, three major impacts are achieved 
i.e. Reviving 200 hundred thousands villages with improved services, how 
cost Decentralized clean energy availability and Respect to tradition. These 
mills have always been operational and a slight technology inputs upgrades 
their efficiency 3-4 times. Their sustainability character remain intact with 
these mills as inputs are totally localized and are in common access. The 
mills are true representative of clean energy, pro- environment and socio- 
cultural local efforts. These mills will always have a role as no other energy 
option can compete them in rural areas. It is local resource run device with 
direct access to community. 

 

Watermill installation with army in Jammu and Kashmir 



 Uttarakhand Watermill: History 

The little streams which are to be found in all valley of the hills, 
"wrote V.A. Stoewll, Deputy Commissioner of Garhwal in 1953, " turn 
a large number of watermills (gharat or ghat) by which most of the 

grain is ground ..... In a particularly favourable stream with a steep 

course, a chain of six or eight mills may some-times be met with in the 
space of a quarter of a mile or so, the water being carried on in a 
continuing channel (gul) from one mill to the next. Mills are often 
permanent, sometimes standing among irrigated fields and worked by 
the fall of the irrigation channel; often, however, they stand among 
the gravel and boulder beds of the largish stream-bed and are washed 
away annually in the rains and re-erected in the winter; others on 
small streams lets only get enough water to work in the rains." (V.A. 
Stowel, A Manual of the Land Tenures of the Kumaon Division, Hill 
Tracts, Chapter VII, Water Mills, First Published in 1953, reprinted 
1996, CDS, Academy of Administration, Nainital: pages 153-156) 

Water Mills: A Typical Hills Tenure 

Why I have mentioned Stowell here is exactly the reason why he was 

himself asked to write a Manual on Hills Tenures when he was Deputy 

Commissioner Garhwal in 1953. The manual Stowell wrote put 

together a complete and systematic account of the hills tenures, 

omitting those of the Bhabar and Turai, which tracts have an entirely 

different system of tenures. Subsequent to this effort, however, 

through the kumaon Zamindari Abolition and Land Reforms Act (KUZA 

Act) these tenures were harmonised with those of the regular tracts 



and the changes continue to be made later, the latest being those made by 

the present government in year 2003 itself. Water mills have been clubbed with 

other miscellaneous tenures like the Gunth, Sadabart, Coolies and Utar, The 

Nali Bania and the village Servants, in chapter VII of this Manual. To clarify 

several attendant issues which relate to the water mills an annexure is being 

added to this added to this essay (Annexure:!) which originally constituted part 

(iv) of Chapter VII of the Stowell's Manual alluded to above. This Annexure 

covers (i) Question of rights (ii) Disputes regarding mills (iii) Diluvian caused by 

mill and (iv) Mill rents. Speaking of mill rents, Stowell says, an annual rent 

of form 8 annas to Rs 3 is levied on every mill, it is collected with the land 

revenue and is credited to the District Board, as a local source of income. 

These rents formerly formed a sort of irregular local fund in the hands of the 

district officer and were expended by him on any public work to which he chose 

to devote them. From this description it is also evident that in the kumaon 

Division i.e. the then British Kumaon, the rents were introduced during 

the Ninth settlement by J.O. Beckett in 1866 in Garhwal and 1874 in Kumaon 

proper. Commissioner Henry Ramsay's comments on the mills and rents 

thereon reproduced below should now help us decide whether these rents 

should now form a part of Gram Panchayat income: 

"Although water mills do not belong to land revenue, I would here explain 

that a small tax has been put upon such mills, and amount thus realized 

should be credited of local funds, by which means it may be used for the benefit 

of the people who contribute it. Hand mills are seldom used in Kumaon. A small 

mill is erected at the cost of Rs. 5 to Rs 10 on any ravine or river from which a 

stream can be diverted so as to give the requisite fall, according to the 

volume of water.  



The villagers resorting to such mill have to pay 2 1/2 seers in 
every maund of grain they bring to it, and this payment gives a very 
large profit. No one has a better right to monopolize the water than 
another. At the same time, the man who erects such a mill 
asserts the right of preventing the erection of another which shall 
interfere with his. Thus the owner of a mill, or mills collects from the 
villagers a large profit to which he had no more right than others, 
and to prevent disputes, as also to ascertain how many mills existed, 
as well as their position, all mills have been taxed at the rate of Rs. 
1 to 3 per annum; and this money, realized indirectly from the whole 
of the people, should I think, be developed to their benefit." ( Stowell's 
manual, Chapter VII, Pages: 155-156, Re-print). 

Watermill: Technology revolution 

Watermill movement was launched with an aim of revitalizing the century old 
and probably the first water based rural entrepreneurship which existed in 
the Himalayan region. In 1990-neglected water millers organized 
themselves under Himalayan Environmental Studies and 
Conservation Organization (HESCO) to call upon Government for 
their welfare. Their simple demand was to revive mills as this was the only 
option for remote communities. Government awareness was than utilized 
to streamline a program for mills. Government of India; Ministry of 
renewable energy launched a scheme for millers. This helped miller to 
get partial technology and resource support. Since watermill was everyone 
concern in community, the miller's movement received positive support for 
all section of society. These mills run on the same principal as large dams. 
The watermills "Gharaf however faced with the major setback after 
advancing modern mills running on diesel and electricity. 
The first thing that was done on mill was introducing 'bearing' which 
replaced the traditional support made of stone and wood. This increased 
the efficiency of the watermills by three times. This was the shining 
 



opportunity for the fading mill practices of the Himalayan region. Once the 
news spread across, various watermill users came together to adopt this 
techniques. 
Initially, most of these watermills were using wooden central wheel and 
blades that were inefficient giving low productivity. HESCO through locally 
available fabrications introduced metallic turbines improving the efficiency 
and introduced the concept of generating power from these turbines. 
Although, earlier sophisticate efforts by high technology institutes had 
little impact due to high cost, poor adaptability and acceptability. The 
technology has been upgraded on the line of community skill economic 
status and post service ability. The simple innovation has done wonder and 
multiplied fast as everything was within community reach. It has been done 
in a manner that respects local cultures and customs and not seen as one 
which is 'imposed' by outsiders. The present technology, is an up 
gradation of tradition. While designing the technology three important 
factors have been kept in consideration. Easy handling, low cost and 
locally repairable technology can only help millers. The technology initially 
removed wooden turbine with iron one. The shaft of turbine is attached 
with pulley which than run different agro-processing machines. In order 
to get appropriates RPM correct pulley arrangements are done to get 
desired RPM. The ultimate pulley with desired RPM is attached to 
generator to get electricity. The wheel and belt arrangements run all agro- 
processing devices. 

HESCO turbine is in two parts and portable. It can be opened to carry it in 
far flung areas. The turbine is also specific as it has its weight more on 
blades than drum to offer right thrust. There are three major types of 
turbines HESCO is working with. They vary with discharge and head. For 
•high head and low discharge cup runner is used. 



 

(Cup runner) 
High Head and Low Discharge  

Spiral runner is used for high discharge and low head water mills. 

 

Spiral Runner 

(High Discharge and low Head)  
Simple runner is used for mills having medium discharge and head. 

 
Simple Runner  

(Medium Discharge and Medium Head) 



 

All these runners are locally repaired and serviced. The runners are made of 
mild steel to avoid rusting. All the agro processing devices are run with flat 
and V- belt is used for power generation to avoid losses. In order to generate 
power an accelerator is also coupled to generate right rpm. 

No patent right was claimed by the organization as it believes that 
community-to-community services must net be brought under any limitation. 
This also helped to replicate the technology. 

Mill Multipurpose 

Since  mill  was  serving  one  purpose  only,  these  were  underutilized 

earlier.   With   new   intervention,  they   became   multipurpose.   Electricity 

generation    to    other    local    employment    applications    made    them 

multipurpose in villages. The villagers 

look    forward     to     generate     local 
resource    based    cottage    industry. 
Moreover many villagers which were 

in dark due to grid inaccessibility were 

illuminated through mills. Since mills 

are     community      owned      system, 
minimal     available     resource     both 

human     and     others     make     mill 
multipurpose.  It  is the  main  reason 

why  mills   have   had   fair  replication 

potential. 
Generating Electricity 

These mills have served directly to the community for several local 
services. At the same time clean energy through mill cut carbon emission. 
A rough estimate reveal that each mill cut 1 kg of carbon per hour 
annually emission annually thus helping environment 
conservation. And if one calculates this to the total number of 
present and the future number of mills, the figures are quite 
substantial. 



Mill Economics: 
The mill contribution has been assessed by its efficiency economic returns 
and environmental contribution 
Efficiency : 
 

S. No.  Mill power  Earlier  
capacity  
(kg/hr)  

Present  
Capacity  
(average)  
Kg/hrs.  

1  Grinding  5-8 kg  20-40 
 Capacity    

2  Dehusking  3-5  15  

3  Cotton combing  -  40  

4  Oil expelling  -  5  

5  Electricity  -  3-5 kw  

The total investment for a mill up gradation range from Rs. 47,000 to Rs. 
70,000. This amount subsidized by the Government to promote clean 
energy. The revenue flow chart is given below: 

 

Input  Output  Amount        according 
Indian currency  

Rs. 95,000/-  Flour grinding  Rs.72,000/- yearly  

 Electricity  Rs. 12,000/- Yearly  

 Rice dehusking  Rs. 48,000/- Yearly  

 Cotton combing  Rs. 24,000/- Yearly  

 Total  Rs. 1,56,0007- Yearly  



Jobs Created: 
The chart given below elaborate total number of jobs that has been created at 

different level. 
Stoke  
holders  

No.      Of  
Jobs  

Total  Role  

HESCO  8  8  Motivation  
Technology 
apparition  

Fabricators  
(11)  

8  88  -Pre-post 
installation  
-Fabrication  

Millers  4825  4825  Agri  & other 
service to  
the community  

Total  4841  4921   
 

There has been a total of 4825 installation. The following Categories 
define the type and other partners: 
 
Technology One 

Decade  
  Last  Five  

Year  
  

 HESCO  Associated 
agencies  
with  
HESCO  
technology 

Total  HESCO  Associated 
agencies  
with  
HESCO  
technology 

Total  

Power Generation  320  1078  1398  168  790  958  
Grinding  1,736  1,540  3276  600  650  1250  
Dehuasking  80  41  121  38  26  64  

Other Application  

• Restaurant  

• Wood 
carding  

• Fruit 
Processin
g  

• Oil 
expelling  

• Cotton 
combing  
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Environmental Contribution: 
Forest Saving 

The traditional mill had been largely using wooden turbine, Flume, Hooper. 
New technology has brought one of the major controls on tree felling. In an 
average one mill cause felling of two trees of hard wood. Past intervention 
has thus saved large number of trees given below. 

 

No. of mills  No. of trees  Total trees saved  

4825  Fell every Eight year cycle  9650  

Air Pollution 

A mill saves air pollution by cutting carbon emission. Other source of energy 

adds carbon emission at the rate of 800gm/lkw/year. This emission is 

largely cut through use of mills. These mills contribute towards environment 
damage control. Four thousands eight hundred twenty five upgraded mills 

have roughly cut 13,510 kg carbon/hour/year. 
Flour for Human Consumption 

In recent past when mills were inefficiently producing flours, it was big urban 

mill flour had captured the market. This flour since was grounded in high 

power, most of the carbohydrates, vitamins are burnt. Mill since grinding the 

flour at low pace, these substrate remain intact with flour avoiding stomach 

ailment. 
Taking 4825  mills generating  power worth of 2 to  5  K W thus 3.5  K W 

become an average generates 16.88 M W.  Following tables gives energy 

saving from other sources. 
 

Mill No.  Average  

Generate  

Power  

Generates  

Mw/hrs  

In      Past      5  

year           Mw  

power  

Diesel saved  

Litre/  
mill/year  

4825  3.5 kw  16.88 Mw/hrs  16.88   mw   x  

10   hrs   x    5  

years   =   844  

mw  

3.5 kwx 20litr  

disal/day      x  

365 = 25550  

 
 

 



 

Stakeholders: 
Another important point is, in case of mills, the stakeholders are civil society, 
millers, services providers, Gov/Non Government development agency and 
community. Civil society task has been to develop/ standardize and source 
pro millers technology which can match to local ecological and economical 
related issues. The millers being users are the main stakeholders. Their stake 
is on technology adoption, financial management and service providers to 
community for various agro processing. In order to take short/ long-term 
decision, water millers association (WMA) has been formed for day today 
issues. 
Service providers / fabricators have an important role to provide knowledge, 
technology, equipment services to water millers association (WMA). For 
any breakdown, their role is to provide services. Their role is also to source 
knowledge from organization to upgrade the mills. A Government / Non 
Government agency has a direct role in helping financial and related logistics 
for mills. Subsidy, incentives and related policy are their direct concern. 
Community, the direct users have been the ultimate beneficiary of the mill up 
gradation. Research institutes have also been stakeholder as their 
involvement is sought. Whenever there is need realized for technology inputs 
especially on application of mill and power governors, these institutes are 
consulted. 

Networking: 
Two decades efforts on mill movement initially struggled for right technology 
choice. After having arrived to right technology HESCO has been able to 
impress other agencies too. The water mill scheme has now become a major 
program in Indian mountain. It is government development agencies and 
NGO's have come forward to help millers and as well interestingly many 
water millers associations with the help of government and Non govt. efforts 
have been formed being the major partners in development. Government of 
India launched special scheme for millers with 70% subsidy. Ministry of small 
scale industry also gave status of industry to mill. This helped millers to get 



loan from banks. Many bankers have come forward to land loan to millers 
and as well to manufacturers. Each mountain state Govt. to day has a special 
scheme on watermill development today. The approach to mill up gradation 
was done through networking of millers under water millers Association. 
This begun from state and reached National level. HESCO/technology and 
other support go to the se associations for implementation. 

Mill on March: 
The successes of any intervention are judged by many indicators. Once the 
watermill is upgraded it does not need further inputs. It constantly run and 
maintained by the millers. Since this is the only service available in village, it 
remains in uninterrupted use. This forms the strongest indicator of success 
at mill level. Another major indicator of success is replication within minimum 
support. Begin with few, thousands of watermills across Mountain have been 
upgraded by now. Interestingly, this did not solely done by HESCO, but other 
development agencies have also adopted the mission. This was done without 
any limitation. Qualitative evaluation assessment is done by two characters 
i.e. how long system works without any support and how quick post 
installation services are available. 
The above measurements are done in case of all mills. Since being a simple 
technology, it runs without hindrances. Day to day problems is taken care of 
by milers and in case of major breakdown, it is local workshop that normaliy 
serve. Quantitative assessment is done on the basis of number of new 
watermills that has been replicated. The number has gone around 5,000 in a 
mountain states. This is likely to increase as successful technologies have self 
replication. Since these mills are multipurpose now, one or other kind of uses 
are sought. This is one reason why this number has increased. Increasing 
unemployment also focus on local resource based employment and this 
factor generates new set of employment. 
There are two factors that help to mill mission to continue. The simple and 
cost effective technologies have been constantly catering local needs and 
thus attracting millers to adopt it. A water millers association formed at 



regional   level  to   provide   services  and  take  feedback  constantly.  These 
organizations since are created by users, perfect management is observed at 
community level. Watermill success set an example and a separate watermill 
scheme has been lunched by Government of India under Ministry of 
renewable energy. Another ministry of small-scale industry has also given 
mill a status of cottage Industry. 
The mill utility issue has caught international status as mills are abundant in 
Africa and Asian Continents. Realizing the role of mills an International 
conference of water millers is proposed in 2008-2009. Watermill use 
and application are continuous process. A constant input would improve 
overall efficiency and other possible applications. The mills have since 
drawn international attention, it is China, Nepal, Pakistan, India and African 
countries have begun to ponder on the issue. 


